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Abstract:

This paper aims to provide a segmentation algorithm for the Iranian bank checks. The
central idea is based on the morphological analysis and connected component concept.
The proposed algorithm uses the connected component properties to segment
unconstrained Iranian bank checks and prepares those for OCR application. To evaluate
the performance of the algorithm, it has been tested on a set of 240 Iranian bank checks
which collected from 6 types of Iranian bank checks (40 samples for each type). The
algorithm has a good success on document restoration and segmentation. Numerical
results indicate that the proposed algorithm has 96.582% accuracy on segmentation of 5
fields of the Iranian bank checks.
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1. Introduction:

Bank check segmentation and recognition is a well-known topic in the document
analysis [1]. Through this research, we aim to provide an algorithm for segmentation of
the Iranian bank checks. Some of difficulties in these documents consist of: different
template, size and contents and unconstrained handwritings Fig.(1).The central concept
of the proposed algorithm is based on the mathematical morphology and the connected
component analysis.
This paper has been organized as follows. The second section describes a typical
document restoration and segmentation block. In this section, the essential document
analysis blocks and the selected strategies are discussed with details. The third section
presents the proposed segmentation algorithm. The numerical results are presented in
the fourth section. Finally, the conclusions will be discussed.

Fig.1. Samples of the Iranian bank checks

2. Segmentation:

The final goals in off-line handwriting recognition are character and word recognition. It
is necessary to perform several document restoration and segmentation operations prior
to recognizing text in scanned documents. Some of the common operations performed
prior to recognition are [1,2]: Thresholding, the task of converting a gray-scale image
into a binary black-white image[3]; noise removal, the extraction of the foreground
textual matter by removing, textured background, salt and pepper noise and interfering
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strokes; line segmentation, the separation of individual lines of text; word segmentation,
the isolation of textual words, and character segmentation, the isolation of individual
characters. The central concept of the proposed algorithm is based on the mathematical
morphology and the connected component analysis which will be discussed with details.

2. 1. Morphological smoothing

They are two fundamental morphological operators, erosion and dilation. The erosion of
A by B is defined as [4,5]:

( ){ }ABzBA z ⊂=⊗ (1)
When A is eroded by B, the latter is called a structuring element. Eroding an image by a
structuring element B has the effect of 'shrinking' the image in a manner determined by
B. Larger B causes more erosion effects on A.
The dilation of A by B, denoted BA ⊕ , is defined as:

( ){ }I Φ≠=⊕ ABzBA z (2)
Dilation expands the image based on the structure element characteristics.
Based on these two fundamental operators, many other functions have been defined
which opening and closing are the most important. Opening generally smoothes the
contour of an object, breaks narrow isthmuses, and eliminates these protrusions. Closing
also tend to smooth section of contours but, as opposed to opening, it generally fuses
narrow breaks and long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes and fills gaps in the contour
the opening of the set A by structuring element B, denoted BAo , is defined as:

BBABA ⊕⊗= )(o (3)
and similarly, the closing of set A by structuring element B, denoted BA∗ ,is defined as:

BBABA ⊗⊕=∗ )( (4)
Morphological smoothing operator is an opening followed by a closing. The net results
of these two operators can remove (or attenuate) both bright and dark artifacts and
noises. On the other hand, these operators are capable to connect undesired
discontinuities caused in the previous stages and as well as smooth the inner and outer
contours.

2.2. Morphological Connected component

Let Y represent a connected component contained in a set A and assume that a point P
of Y is known. Then the following iterative expression yields all the elements of Y [10]:

ABXX kk I)( 1 ⊕= − (5)
where pX =0 , and B is a suitable structuring element. If 1−= kk XX , the algorithm has
converged and we let kXY = . We have used the simple structure element in this work.
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3. Proposed Segmentation Algorithm:

Due to the mentioned difficulties of the Iranian bank checks, some serious
preprocessing and image restoration algorithm should apply before OCR process. The
proposed document analysis algorithm has been presented in Fig.2. In the first step, a
global thresholding is applied on the scanned page. Then the morphological smoothing
is used for noise removal. In the next step, initial baseline candidates are extracted from
the horizontal histogram maximas. Then a clustering k_Means [6] algorithm will merge
the baseline candidates and the true baselines i.e. { }Mlll ,...,, 21

 are yielded. As can be seen
in the next section, the applied procedure has a good performance for baseline detection.
The other task of this block is line width estimation. We have applied the same
procedure on the horizontal histogram minimas to find the best separation area for the
successive lines. The result will be the best candidate for between line gaps. The
average distance between these gaps (with illuminating the first and last lines) is
considered as the line width and is labeled ∆.2 . In the next block an initial line candidate
is extracted as:

:),.:.(_ ∆+∆−= αα iii llpageInputLine

Mi ,...,2,1= , [ ]2.1,1∈α

(6)

which,
pageInput _ : The original document page (not the thresholded image)

il : thi'  baseline position
α : The amount of line overlapping

iLine : thi'  extracted text line
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Fig.2. Block diagram of the proposed segmentation algorithm

As can be seen in (6), for more precision, line is extracted from the original image.
Therefore we should have the other thresholding and noise removing process. In the
next stage, morphological connected component detection is used for detecting the line
components [5]. These undesired components have several sources such as overlapping
part of neighbor lines, noise and thresholding effects. We have made a decision rule for
discarding undesired components. Proposed strategy uses the distance between
component center of mass ( idist ) and baseline and as well as the component size( isurf ),
i.e. :

iii lCMdist −= (7)

Connected Component Finding
NCCC ,...,, 21

Global Thresholding and Smoothing

Morphological Smoothing

Initial Baseline Candidates

True Baseline Extraction (l1, l2,…, lM)
Line Length Estimation (2 )

Initial Text Line
Extraction

∆+∆−= αα

Center of Mass of Each Component
NCMCMCM ,...,, 21

Distance Between Center of mass and Base
Line axis:

Ndistdistdist ,...,, 21

∆> .βidist
[ 1,63.0∈β

Send to Recognition

Discard
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and
∑= ii Csurf (8)

 The next block compares this distance with the following thresholds:
If →∆> .βidist Discard the component
If →∆< .βidist Sent to recognition phase
Which,

[ ]1,63.∈β (9)

4. Numerical Results:

A set of 240 check samples has been scanned from different types of Iranian bank
checks which have been collected from 6 types of Iranian bank checks (40 samples for
each type). There are 5 fields in the Iranian bank check structures which listed in the
table 1.

Table 1. Different fields of the Iranian bank checks
Field Name Location Type

Date constrained
Signature unconstrained
Amount in

number
constrained

Amount in letter constrained
Order constrained

The proposed segmentation algorithm has been tested on the database. Table.2 presents
the results over the database.

Table 2. Different fields of the Iranian bank checks
Field Name Number of correct field segmentation(on 240

check images)
Recognition

rate
Date 240 100%

Signature 24 90%
Amount in

number
239 99.58%

Amount in letter 230 95.83%
Order 234 97.5%
Total 240 96.582%
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5. Conclusions:
In this paper a segmentation algorithm for the Iranian bank checks was proposed. The
central idea is based on the morphological analysis and connected component concept.
The proposed algorithm applied the connected component properties to segment
unconstrained Iranian bank checks and prepares those for OCR application. To evaluate
the performance of the algorithm, it has been tested on a set of 240 Iranian bank checks
which collected from 6 types of Iranian bank checks (40 samples for each type).
Numerical results indicate that the proposed algorithm has 96.582% accuracy on
segmentation of 5 fields of the Iranian bank checks.
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